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ABSTRACT 

The Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin, has developed a basin

s ale coal bed methane producibility and exploration model based on a decade of Gas Research 

I stitute---'supported research performed in the San Juan, Sand Wash (Greater Green River), and 

iceanceBasins and on reconnaissance studiesofseveral other producing and prospective coal 

basins in the United States; As part of acooperativeagreementbetweenthe Bureau ofEconomic 

eology (BEG) and the U.S. GeologicaLSurvey (USGS), BEG is toprovide a preliminary 

a sessment of the coal bed methane potential of the east-'central Texas Gulf Coast coal basins based 

o previously published literature and data. The objective of this report is to discuss the application 

o the producibility model in defining coalbed methane exploration fairways in an east-central 

exas coal basin. The producibility model indicates that tectonic/structural setting, depositional 

s stems and coal distribution, coal rank, gas content, permeability, and hydrodynamics are 

c ntrols critical to coalbed methane producibility. However, simply knowing a basin's geologic 

a d hydrologic characteristics will not lead to a conclusion about coalbed methane producibility 

b cause it is the interplay among geologic and hydrologic controls on production and their spatial 

r lation that governs producibility. High producibility requires. that the geologic and hydrologic 

c ntrols be synergistically combined. That synergism is evident in a comparison of the prolific 

p oducing SanJuan Basinand marginally producingSandWashand Piceance Basins, where high 

p oductivity is governed by (1) thick, laterally continuous coals of high thermal maturity; (2) 

a equate permeability; (3) basinward flow of ground water through coals of high rank and gas 

c ntentorthogonallytoward no-flow boundaries (regional structural hingelines, fault systems, 

f cies changes, permeability contrasts, and/or discharge areas); (4) generation of secondary 

b"ogenic gases; and (5) conventional trapping along those boundaries to provide additional gas 

b yond that generated during coalification. Understanding.the dynamic interaction among these key 
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g ologic and hydrologic controls will be critical for delineation of exploration fairways in east

c ntral Texas frontier basins and for targeting "sweet spots" along the Gulf Coast. 

INTRODUCTION 

Methane from coal beds is a potentially important source of natural gas, but to date successful 

e ploration and exploitation of coalbedmethane resources have been limited along the Texas Gulf 

oast (fig. 1). Triggered by success in the low-rank coals of the Powder River Basin, Rocky 

ountain Fore land, exploration. for coal bed methane has begun in low-rank, coahich areas of the 

ulfCoast. What has not been widely recognized about the Rocky Mountain Foreland experience 

i that although coalbed methane resources in some basins have been successfully exploited, other 

b sins with seemingly similar geologic and hydrologic attributes have proven to be disappointing 

ethane producers (Tyler and others, 1997). 

The traditional view of production from coal reservoirs is inadequate to explain these contrasts 

coalbed methane producibility among coal basins. In the traditional view, coal gases are 

g nerated in situ during coalification and are sorbed onto the coal's large internal surface area. 

S rption is pressure dependent and is promoted by increasing pressure. Gas production is then 

a hieved by reducing reservoir pressure through depressuring (dewatering), thereby liberating the 

g ses from the coal surface for diffusion to the cleat systemfor subsequent flow to the wellbore. 

he traditional view is oversimplified because it fails to recognize that in prolific producing coal bed 

ethane basins, there is a need for migrated and trapped sources of gas beyond that generated 

d ring coalification to achieve high gas contents found in many basins. Importantly, migrated 

c nventionally and hydrodynamically trapped gases, in situ-generated secondary biogenic gases, 

a d solution gases are required to achieve these high gas contents or fully gas-saturated coals for 

c nsequent high productivity (Scott and others, 1994a). To delineate the presence and origin of 

t ese additional sources of gas requires an understanding of the interplay among tectonic and 
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• gtjre 1. Location of the east-central Texas coal basin evaluation and proposed exploration fairway. 
Struttural elements that affected early Tertiary coal sedimentation are modified from Ayers and 

e\\Fs (1985). Basin analysis and an integrated drilling program will provide relevant data 
t Texas operators to define exploration fairways and currently underexploited gas resources 

( p,. A). 
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st ucl ural setting, depositio;al systems and coal distribution, coal rank, gas content, permeability, 

a d ydrodynamics (fig. 2) (Kaiser and others, 1995). 

Our understanding of the controls on coalbed methane producibility is based on 

c m I rehensive geologic and hydrologic studies of the San Juan, Sand Wash, and Piceance Basins 

a d ~econnaissance studies of several other producing and prospective coal basins in the western 

U itrd States and Alaska (fig. 3) (Tylerand others, 1991, 1994, 1995a, b, c, 1996, 1997). The 

S n Juan Basin, in which cumulative production exceeds 1 Tcf (28 Bm3), is the world's most 
I 

p qlific coal bed methane basin. Our basin-scale modeLfoccoalbedmethane,producibility has 

e ol ed out of a comparison of the prolificSanJuanand margina1lyproducingSand Wash and 

P ce • nee Basins, The comparison is apt because these basins share similar geologic and hydrologic 

• a riijutes.butin dissimilar combination (fig; 4). Prior to development efforts, the Sand Wash and 

P celnce. Basins were viewed as being potentially very productive, but subsequent drilling and 

p odhction effqrts showed them to be poor to moderate producers. To date, Sand Wash Basin 

c alJ have yielded large volumes of water and little gas, and Piceance Basin coals, little water and 

1i ·td gas. Below.is a discussion of the producibility model and key criteria for coalbed methane 

r soilirce .evaluation. This is followed by are view of the geologic and hydrologic controls on . 

c al ! ed me:hane producibility along the. Gulf Coast. 

C0ALBED METHANE PR0DUCIBILITYM0DEL 

. Coalbed methane producibility is determined by the synergistic interplay among six critical 

c nt ols:tectonic/structural setting, depositional systems and coal distribution, coal rank, gas 

c ntf nt, pcrmeahility;andhydrodynamics (fig. 2). Unfortunately, coalbed methane exploration 

s atlgies are often based only on the locati. o•n· of the .greatest net coal thickness and highest coal 

r nk and explorationists largely ignore the interplay among hydrologic and geologic factors 

a fe •ting coalbed methane producibility, leading to widespread exploration failure. An 

u d lrstanding of these controls in a frontier exploration play with limited production, combined 
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Figure 2. Geologic and hydrologic controls critical to coalbed methane producibility. Synergistic 
interplay among these controls and their spatial relations governs producibility. 
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Figure 3. Coal basins and coalbed methane resources of the United States. Total coalbed methane is estimated to exceed 675 Tcf 
(Scott and others, 1994a). Our understanding of the controls on coalbed methane producibility is based on comprehensive geologic and 
hydrologic studies of the San Juan, Greater Green River (Sand Wash), and Piceance Basins and reconnaissance studies of Raton, Powder 
River, Uinta, Wind River, and Western Washington coal basins in the western United States. Because of the low-rank coals, Texas has not 
been included in the coalbed methane resource estimates. 
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Fi u e 4. Ternary basin comparison for coalbed methane model development. In the San Juan and 
S ndl Wash Basins, permeability is moderate to high and ground-water flow is dynamic, whereas 
th Pfceance Basin is a low-permeability, hydrocarbon-overpressured basin having sluggish flow 
or st tic conditions. 
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w th anunderstanding of their interplay, can lead to more accurate prediction of coal bed methane 

p oducibility. 

foal beds are both the source and reservoir for methane, indicating that their widespread 

di triibution within a basin is critical to establishing a significant coal bed methane resource. Coal 

di trt ution is closely tied ta the tectonic, structural, and depositional settings because peat 

a CUl[Ilulation and preservation as coal require a delicately balanced subsidence rate that maintains 

o tiJal. water ~table levels. Depositional systems define the substrate· upon which peat growth is 

in· ti,td and .within which the peatswamps proliferate.: Knowledge ·of depositional framework 
I . • 

e ables prediction of coal bed thickness, geometry, and continuity and,therefore, areas of potential 

c al+d methane resources .. Existing Bureau ofEcollomic Geology knowledge of the depositional 

s steins in Texas andavailable dataforeast-central Texas have enabled a more accurate prediction 

:e :t: thickness, geometry, and continuity and, therefore, areas of potential coal gas . 

boals must also reach a threshold ofthermal maturity (vitrinite reflectance values between 0.8 

;Q percent; high-volatile A bituminous) before· significant volumes of thermogenic gases are 

.g ne , ated .. The amount and .types of coal gases generated during coalification are a function of 

b ria[ history, geothermal gradient;maceral composition, and coal distributionwithinthe thermally 

m tJe parts ofa basin; Although higherrank coals generally have.higher gas contents, gas content 

is·nof determined bycoal rank alone; gas content is not fixedbut.changeswhenequilibrium 
I . 

c nditionswithinthereservoir are disrupted.Importantly, there is a need foradditionalsources of 

g s b .•. r I. yond that gene.· rated.initiall. y .dun.· ng coalification··.· to. ac.·hi.· .• ev .. e high gas contents following 

b silal uplift and cooling. In figure Sa and5b, sorption isotherms show the increase in methane 

s tionwithincreasing pressure.Athigher temperatures (Tl) (dashedline), coals store less gas; 
I 

grltion occurs when gas generation exceeds coal-storage capacity. Gas generation decreases 
I . . 

w th basinal uplift and cooling (T2) { solid line), resulting in coal beds that are undersaturated with 

re pJct to methane. Secondary biogenic gas generation and migration of thermogenic and biogenic 
i 

g ses in meteoric water canresaturate the coals with methane (fig. Sb). When coals are fully 
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F gu e 5. Sorption isotherms showing relation between gas content, pressure, and temperature 
( orli Scott and others, 1994a). (a) At high temperatures, coals store less gas. (b) Upon uplift 
.a d booling, gas generation slows and coals become undersaturated with respect to methane. 
S c9ndary biogenic gas and migrated thermogenic and biogenic gases can resaturate coals with 
g s. (Pl Tl: Pressure and temperature during active gas generation; P2T2: Pressure and temperature 
a terlbasinal uplift and cooling; Pc: Critical desorption pressure). 
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s turated, the critical pressure at which desorption occurs is high, requiring less depressuring 

( ewatering) and recovery of more methane (Scott and others, 1994a). Coals with gas contents 

b low the sorption isotherm are undersaturatedwith respect to methane (fig. Sb). Undersaturation 

i dicates that reservoir pressure must be decreased until a critical desorption pressure (Pc) is 

r ached, at which point gas production begins. Gas contents on the isotherm indicate that the coal 

is saturated with respect to methane; gas production will begin with minimal decrease in reservoir 

p .. essure:Oversaturated coals have coal gas in the Cleat system and will produce gas immediately 

Gas content of coals can. therefore be enhanced; eitherlocally or regionally, by generation of 

s condary biogenic gases orby diffusion and1ong-distance migration of gasesto no-flow 

,b undaries such as permeability contrasts, structural hingelines, or faults for eventual resorption 

a. d conventional trapping. Areas of enhanced gas content or saturation· generally require laterally 

e tensive, permeable coals to serve as conduits for gas migration and dynamic ground-water flow 

to promote migration of gases. Further, flushing of coal beds by meteoric water in areas of active 

re harge or convergent flow can decrease gas content, as can uplift and erosion,. which lower the 

re ervoir pressure, allowing methane to des orb from the coal surface. Importantly, secondary 

bi genie gases have made a significant contribution to produced gases in the San Juan and Powder 

.R ver Basins; mostof the produced coal gases in thelower rank coals of the.Powder River Basin 

ar migrated and/or secondary biogenic, and more than 300Bcfofsecoqdary biogenic gas is 

es imated to have been produced in the San JuanBasin(Scott and others, 1994a). In Texas,. 

e aluation of the chemical and isotopic composition of produced gases will be an indicator of the 

g s origin and of its thermal and migration histories. 

Permeability and ground-water flow are intimately related to coal distribution and depositional 

• a d tectonic/structural setting because basin ward flow of ground water through coal beds requires 

re harge oflaterally continuous permeable coals at the structurally defined basin margins. 

P rmeability in coal beds is also determined by its fracture ( cleat) system, which is in tum largely 

trolled by the tectonic/structural regime. Cleats are the permeability pathways for migration of 



g s and water to the producing well, and cleats may either enhance orretard the success of the 

c albed methane completion. The coals,therefore, act not only as conduits for gas migration but 

al o are commonly ground-water aquifers that may have permeabilities orders of magnitude larger 

t an associated sandstones. However, permeability that is too high results in high water production 

a d decreased gas saturation in many basins~ Consequently, high permeability may be as 

d trimentaltothe economic production ofcoalbed gas as extremely low permeability. 

Importantly, understanding the dynamic interaction among key geologic and hydrologic 

c ntrols is the basis.for delineation. of exploration fairwaysinJrontierbasins or sweet spots in 

b sins with established or limited production. Extraordinary production requires dynamic ground-

w ter flow through coals of high thermal maturity (rank) and high gas content orj:hogonally toward 

fl wbarriers, accompanied by generation.of secondary biogenic gas and conventional trapping of 

m • grated and solution gases .along those. barriers (Kaiser and others, 1994a) (fig .. 6). The. resulting 

in erplay leads to high gas contents or even fully gas-saturated coals for consequent high 

p oductivity. In other words, the parts ofa frontier play or basin having the best potential for 

c albed methane production should be those basin ward. of where outcrop coals are in good 

.h draulic communication with subsurface coals for consequent generation of secondary biogenic 

g s, advective gathering and transport of therm:ogenic gas, and subsequent basin ward resorption 

a ct.conventional trapping, which promote fully gas~saturated coals and high production. 

Using this c.oalbed methane producibility modeLand an understanding of the synergistic 

in erplayamong•controls thatcan be used.to define exploration fairways, explorationand 

d velopment can now proceed to the Texas Gulf Coast. 

• APPLICATION OF THEPRODUCIBILITYMODEL TO TEXAS 

In Texas Gulf Coast coal basins, simplyknowing the basin's geologic and hydrologic 

c aracteristics will not lead to a conclusion about coalbed methane producibility because it is the 

in erplay.among geologic and hydrologic controls on production and their spatial relation that 
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F gure 6. Conceptual model for high coal bed gas producibility based on the prolific producing San 
J an Basin and marginally producing Sand Wash and Piceance Basins. High productivity is governed 
b (1) thick,Jaterally continuous coals of high thermal maturity; (2)adequate permeability; 
( ) basin ward flow of ground water through coals ofhighrankand gas contentorthogonally toward 
n ~flow boundaries (regional hingelines, fault systems, facies .changes, and/or discharge areas); 
( ) generation of secondary biogenic gases; and (5) conventionaltrapping along those boundaries 
,t provide additional gas beyond that generated during coalification. 
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g verns producibility (Kaiser and others, 1994a). High producibility in Texas requires that 

c ntrols be synergistically combined. Importantly, permeability, hydrodynamics, coal distribution 

a d rank, gas content, and tectonic and structural setting control the producibility of coal gases. 

H'gh productivity requires that these geologic and hydrologic controls be synergistically combined. 

T at synergism is evident in a comparison of the prolific San Juan Basin and marginally producing 

S nd Wash and Piceance Basins.In the San Juan Basin, ground water flows through high-rank, 

h-gas-content coals orthogonally toward lower rank coals at a no-flow boundary or flow barrier 

ng a structural hingeline. At this point in the basin,.flowturns upward and coal bed wells 

ty ically produce> 1,000.Mcf/d (>28 Mm3/d) and small volumes ofwater. Acombination 

c nventional andhydrodynamictrap is postulated to existalong the hingeline and implies thatfree, 

m·grated, and solution gas is an important source ofcoal gas (fig. 6). In the Sand Wash Basin, 

fl w is through low-rank, low-gas-content coals toward areas of higher thermal maturity. Lack of 

s als and permeability contrasts limits the potential for conventional trapping of gas in the basin. In 

th Piceance Basin, net coal is thickest in a north-south-trending belt, behind west-east-prograding 

s oreline sequences. Depositional setting and thrust faults cause coals along the Grand Hogback 

a din the subsurface to be in modest to poor reservoir and hydraulic communication. Meteoric 

re harge and flow basin ward are thus restricted; permeability of coals and of sandstone in the basin 

is generally in the microdarcy range, indicating that meteoric recharge is limited to basin margins. 

oreover, extraordinary coal bed methane production is precluded by the absence of dynamic 

gr und-water flow. The best potential for coalbed methane production in the Piceance Basin may 

li in conventional traps basin ward of where outcrop· and subsurface coals are in good hydraulic 

Understanding the reasons for.these contrasts in producibility is applicable to Texas Gulf 

C ast coalbed methane exploration and development. By using the coalbed methane producibility 

m del, it is now possible to understand the geologic and hydrologic synergism needed for coalbed 

m thane production. Understanding this synergism can lead to more accurate prediction of Texas 

G lf Coast coalbed methane fairways. As part of the report, this producibility model will be 
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a plied to the evaluation of coal gas resources of the deep-basin coal trends of the Wilcox Group, 

e. st-central Texas. The coal gas producibility model will consider all geologic and hydrologic 

cLeria and data available. Coal gas producibility will be evaluated through six critical factors: 

tebtonic/structural setting, depositional systems and coal distribution, coal rank, gas content, 

p rmeability, and hydrodynamics. Productivity within the east-central Texas coaLbasin will be 

g vemed by (1) thick, laterally continuous coals; (2) adequate permeability; (3) flow of ground 

w ter toward no-flow boundaries (regionalhingelines,.fault systems, facies changes, and/or 

d • scharge. areas); ( 4}generation of secondary biogenic gases; and (5) conventional trapping along 

t!se boundaries to provide additional. gas.· beyond that generated in situ during coalification. We 

t • nk the coal gas research has progressed to the point where basin analysis,thatis, understanding 

t dynamic interaction among.these key .geologic and hydrologic factors, can be used to define 

a as that may have coal gas producibility. 

Statement of the Problem in Texas 

Texas is ranked as one of highest (fifth) coal-producing states in the nation, but precious little 

is known about its coalbed methane potential. Coal production in Texas is entirely from surface 

m'nes in lignite and subbituminous coal, but Texas also has a tremendous resource of deeper, 

hi herrank coal seams in both the Gulf Coast Basin and the EasternShelfofthe Midland Basin. 

T e potential for coalbedmethane production from these deepercoaLseams hasyettobe realized 

a d has not been evaluated because, until recently, coal seams in Texas were not considered 

e ploration targets because of the low ranks of the coal.However, coalbedmethaneis an important 

drocarbon resource base in the United States, withrecent estimates totaling 675 Tcf and, 

1 portantly, accounting for at least 6 percent of the total U.S. gas production. Traditionally, 

b cause of low coal ranks, coalbed methane has remained a largely underevaluated and 

u derutilized resource in Texas. Operator interest in coalbed methane resource development in the 

lo er rank coals of Texas, however, has increased dramatically over the past few years. The 
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1 terest has escalated because of significant coalbedmethane exploration and production successes 

1 the low rank coals of the Powder River Basin, Wyoming,where total coal gas production from 

t e subbituminous c9als has increased to 150 MMcf perdayin 1999 (from 1,000 wells), and is. 

p ojected to increase to 300 MMcf per day in2000 (NaturaLGas Week, June 14, 1999). 

Within the Texas Gulf Coast coal basin, there is a lack of publicly available coalbed methane 

d ta on the potential for exploration fairways, includinglimited gas content, gas andwater· .. 

g •• ochemistry, and hydrodynamic evaluations of coal basins. These data could be obtained and 

.. e aluated with aJimited program of.new data acquisition.andJrontier exploration. InitiaVresearch 

d · veloping. a coal bed .methane producibility model. has heen.accomplished:.The nextphase in the 

d velopment of the coalbed methaneresourcesjn Texas is detailed basin analysis andreservoir 

c aracterizationincluding drillingandtestingofthe ''sweets spots." Drilling.and testing of the 

.c albedrnethane sweet spots should be accomplished withthe cooperation ofindependentTexas 

g s operators who can provide additional appropriate data and information for complete evaluation 

o the coal bed methane potential of Texas. 

• Benefits to the drilling, exploration, and development program, will be the profitable recovery 

o coalbedmethane, which should be encouraged.for use inTexas asan alternative source of 

e ergy. Using available technologies, the operators can capture methane in .coal basiris to use or 

s 11 as an alternative energy source or to repressurize matmeoil fields.JftheState of Texas could 

p ovide information about the benefits of methane recovery by undertaking a cooperative drilling, · 

e ploration, and development prograni it will encourage companies to develop projects that capture 

e energy currently underexploited in Texas. However, the project must firstdevelop mechanisms 

attract other investors and to raise the awareness of profitable coalbedmet.hane recovery 

o portunities in Texas, by .communicating the. value of coal bed methane recovery to other parties · • 

a d relevant government agencies,so as.to create themomehtumfor.development This report is. 

t einitial investment in a sequence of events thatwiU lead to the drilling,.exploration;·and 

d velopment of coalbedmethane in.Texas. 
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Research Objectives 

More recent insights into coal bed methane exploration and development indicate that migrated 

c nventionally trapped gases, in situ-generated secondary biogenic gases, and ~olution gases are 

··r quired to achieve high gas contents or fully gas-saturated coals for consequenthigh productivity 

( cott and others, .. 1994a): To. delineate the presence and origin of these additional sources of gas in 

e st-centralTexaswillrequire a detailed<geologicand hydrologicbasinanalysis and drilling 

p ogram that will include an understanding of the interplay. amongi.depositionaLsystems and· coal 

d stribution, coal rank, gas content, hydrodynamics, •and tectonic,and structuraksetting, through 

ell site data gathering, drilling, and exploration, The research objectives of this program in east

. c ntral Texas are to (a)evaluate geologic and hydrologic controls on coalbed methane . 

. p oducibility, (b) encourage and promote additional exploration and development of coal bed 

ethane, (c) communicate the value of coal bed methane recovery so as to create a momentum for 

f ture exploration and development, and (d) digitize maps of the Ayers and Lewis (1985) study, 

c mpatible with NCRDS, for usein the coalbed methanefesource assessment.To completely 
.. . 

. e aluate the coal bed methane potential of east-central Texas coal basin, it is proposed that in the 

f ture an advanced reservoir characterization program (1) screen data forpbtential production 

f irways, (2) cooperate with operators to test the quantity and attributes of gas in coal seams, and 

).evaluate coal rank and the chemical and isotopic compositionsofgas:produced inthese basins 

determine gas•·.origin. This .. regional· reservoir·.characterizationevaluation'wilbprovide.the 

i dependent Texas operators with basel~ne information, and it may stimulate development of a new 

g s resource in Texas. 

Status of Coal bed Methane Research in East-Central Texas 

Little emphasis has been placed on the lower rank coals of Texas because the coals were 

t ought to be of such a lower rank that they would not be able to generate significant quantities of 

g s, With the successful development program of the low-rank coals .of the Powder River Basin, 
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w ere secondary biogenic and migrated gases play a veryimportant role in exploration, this study 

w"llfocus on the Wilcox Group(Paleocene andEocene) oftheTexas GulfCo~st Numerous 

i dependent operators have inquired about the coalbed methane potential of these areas and the 

p tential for migrated and secondary biogenic gases being a significant resource in Texas. They 

h ve reported natural gas "kicks" when drilling through coal seams and have expressedinterest in 

te ting the seams. Importantly, the producibility models indicate that thermo genie, migrated 

. .th rmogenic, and secondary biogenic gas will play a moreimportantrolein resource development 

th n previously expected in Texas. The Texas Gulf Coast coals may have\the.potentiaLfor 

d velopment, given these·· newly .developed exploration models for coa}gas producibility. 

Importantly,. along.the Texas Gulf Coast, Kaiser(1974). and Ayers ·and Lewis .(1985)•reported 

• e • tremely large coal .{lignite) resource estimates in the undivided Wilcox Group of Central Texas to 

a epth of 5,000 ft{ l,524 m) below sea level. In those reports, deep-basin .coal resources are 

es imated at 37,216 million tons (33,762 metric tons)inthree main stratigraphic intervals: lower 

C lvertBluff, upper Calvert Bluff, and Hooper. Giventhese resource estimates, can these 

st atigraphic intervals be considered maj.or targets for coal gas resource development? Furthermore, 

K iserand others (l980)also calculated the lignite resources for.all lignite-bearing units in the 

T xas Gulf Coast Basin and demonstrated thatthe deep-basin lignite resources are greatest in east-

ce tral Texas,·Where approximately44percentofWilcox deep-basin,resources .. and 30 percent of 

to al deep-basin lignite will be found in Texas. On. thebasisoftheseresource evaluations, the 

·1cox Group in east .:.central Texas .was chosen as the focus .. of this project because itreportedly 

co tains the largestquantityof deep-basin (220to 2,000 ft [61 to 610 m]) coal (lignite}in Texas 

( aiser and others, 1980; Ayers and Lewis, 1985) and potentially could hold large coalbed 

m thane resources (fig. l). Moreover, operators whohavereported "gas kicks''inthese deeper 

co seams Should also be made aware that the potential exists to produce enough gas to lift oil 

fr m productive sandstonesto the surface and then, after separation, to fire the heater treater and/or 

th ·pumping unit (Echols,1995). 
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APPLICATION OF THE PRODUCIBILITY•MODEL.TO 

THE EAST-CENTRAL TEXAS COAL BASIN 

Introduction 

The Wilcox Group (fig. 7) in east-centralTexas (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. l *)is the focus 

o .this study because {l}it contains the largest quantity ofdeep~basin (200 to 2,000.ft[61 to 610 

l) coaLresources inTexas·.(Kaisecand,others, J 980),,{2) thefegionisstrategically located near 

s veral cities {fig:. l) that may use the. deep~basin.coalas an 1energy.csoarce; (3)the Tegion has an 

e is ting gas-producing infrastructure., and { 4) field tests of in situ gasification have been conducted 

o .. deep coal seams of the WilcoxOroup{Ayers.andLewis,1985). Ineast..,centralTexas, Ayers 

• a dLewis{1985) estimated that the deep-,basin lignite resources in the Wilcox Group of east-

c ntral Texas are 6,548 million tons (5,940 million metric fons) in seams greater than or equal to 5 

ft (1.5 m)thick, between the depths of200 and 2,000 ft(6L and 610 m). Because of these 

si nificant coal resources, coalbed methane exploration should focus on three stratigraphic 

i tervals: theJower Calvert Bluff, which contains 78.percentofthe coal resources, and the Hooper 

a d upper Calvert Bluff, which possess 14 and 7 percent, respectively, of the coal resources. 

The tectonic and structuralsetting, .depositional systems, and coal.distribution sections of this 

e aluation are based primarily on the work and text of Ayers andLewis (l.985)in east;:central 

T xas. Depositionally; Ayers and Lewis {1985). statedthatthe early Tertiary Wilcox Group and th.e 

C rrizo Sandweredeposited by fluvial-deltaic systemsthatprogradedinto the Houston 

E . bayment fromtwo directions. Primary basin. fill was from the northwest by the Rockdale 

fl vial-deltaic system, which drained much of the Rocky Mountain foreland region. Secondary fill 

w s from the north and northeastby a smaller fluvial system that was directed down the axis of the 

s bsiding East Texas Basin (Ayers and Lewis, 1985). Moreover, the distribution ofWilcox coal 

11 Ayers and Lewis (1985) plates referred to in this report, can be found in digital format on the disks provided, 
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se ms is facies controlled (Fisher and McGowen, 1967; Kaiser, 1974; Kaiser and others, 1978). 

In the 200~to-2,000-ft (61-to-610-m) depth interval, for example, Calvert Bluff (fig. 7} coal seams 

in east-central Texas occupy a floodplain setting between pakofluvial channel complexes. 

T erefore, regional maps of the Wilcox sandstone depositional systems will aid in establishing coal 

di tribution and iH'planning coal bed methane exploration. Furthermore, hydrologicinvestigations 

an resistivitymapping by Payne (1968,.1975),Ayers and others (1984);and Ayers and Lewis 

(1 85), as well as ground-water modeling by Fogg and others (1983b) and Dutton (1999),. 

de onstrate that the depositional framework elements. serve as,preferred avenues for. ground-water .. 

fl W;The Wilcox·Group\and the overlying·CarrizoSand,(fig.7)aremajorJreshwateraquifers 

( utton, 1999). Although exploitable coal seams occur primarily in low~sand {floodplain)areas, 

chances .of intersecting framework channel.sands under.greater fluid pressure increase with 

th. If such .a sand complex is breached during coalbed m¢thane exploration, the chances for 

su cess are diminished. Therefore, regional delineation of the tectonic and structurnl setting, coal 

di tribution,.depositional systems, and hydrodynamics is of great importance in establishing the 

co lbed methane potential ofeast-central Texas and inhydrologic evaluation ofthe movement of 

gr und water and thelikehhoodof.encountering large aquifers .to the .detriment.of field-scale 

de elopment of coalbed methane resources. 

Tectonic and Structural Setting 

.. E t-CentralTexas 

·The San Marcos Arch is southwest of the study area, and the axis·of the Houston Embayment 

an East Texas Basincrosses Houston and Anderson Counties on. the northeast (fig. 1), Because 

th study area is updip of the Stuart City shelf margin, the Wilcox has not been affected by major 

gr wth faults. Regionally, basinward dip on the base of the Wilcox {Ayers and Lewis, 1985, 

pL 2) increases southwestward along strike from 45 to 55 ft/mi (9 to 10 m/km) in Anderson 

C unty to 214 ft/mi (41 m/km)in Bastrop and Fayette Counties, resulting in a narrowing of the 
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d ep-basin coal exploration fairway to the south (fig. 1). The rate of basinward thickening of the 

ilcox Group (Wilcox isopach map, Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 3) also increases 

s uthwestward, but less significantly, from 43 ft/mi (8 m/km) on the northeast to 58 ft/mi (11 

km) on the southwest. 

Examples of syndepositional and postdepositional faulting are seen in the Wilcox and Carrizo 

s ndstones. The Mexia Fault Zone (fig. 1, Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 2) is a compound graben 

s stem that is based in the wedge-out zone of the Louann Salt or in the lower part of the 

S ackover Formation;it was active from the Jurassic or Triassic through atleast the Eocene 

( ackson, 1982). FromBastrop County, the Mexia Fault Zone extends .northeastward to cross the 

ilcox outcrop in Robertson County. Syndepositional faulting is inferred from the increased 

t ickness of the Wilcox Group (Ayers andLewis, 1985, pl. 3) and the Carrizo Sand (C. M. Jones, 

p rsonal communication with Ayers, 1983) in Lee County. Subtle control of fluvial-deltaic trends 

o the Rockdale delta system by the Mexia Fault Zone is inferred ( compare isopach trends with 

s nd-body trends on lithofacies maps [Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pls. 4 and 5]). Considerable 

p stdepositional faulting (in places as much as 600 to 800 ft [185 to 245 m] of vertical 

d'splacement) where the Mexia Fault Zone crosses the deep-basin fairway in Lee, Burleson, 

ilam, and Robertson Counties offsets thick coal seams and may also affect basinward movement 

o groundwater in the Wilcox and Carrizo aquifers. 

The Elkhart Graben (fig. 1 and Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 2), which formed by crustal 

st etching and collapse over salt pillows, has a history of movement from the Cretaceous through 

t e Quaternary (Jackson, 1982). Because the graben is oriented normal to the Wilcox paleofluvial 

s stem, movement along it did not affect Wilcox lithofacies trends. Carrizo Sand thicknesses, 

h wever, may have been influenced (C. M. Jones, personal communication, 1983). Furthermore, 

p stdepositional faulting may affect the movement of ground water through the Carrizo Sand and 

o fset coal seams in the Wilcox. 

The origin and evolution of the East Texas Basin were summarized by Jackson (1981) and by 

S ni and Kreitler (1981 ). An unpublished isopach map and sand-body trends mapped in earlier 
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st dies (Ayers and Lewis, 1985; Kaiser and others, 1978) demonstrate that subsidence coeval with 

se imentationinfluenced the thickness of preserved sediments and the trends of Wilcox and 

C rizo fluvial systems. These flu vial ·systems are directed toward the axis of the East Texas Basin. 

W'thinthe basin, depositionaltrends were further influenced bysalttectonics. Wilcox fluvial 

sy terns skirted active: salt domes and.flowed through the associated peripheral sinks, leaving 

se iments .that are commonly 8 to 40 percentthicker than those in unaffected areas (Seni and 

E st-Central Texas CoalBasin Structural Evaluation • 

Incorporating the workof Ayers and Lewis (1985) with our producibilitymodel points to a . 

po entialexploration fairway south of the Mexiafault zone. The potential coalbedmethane 

ex I oration fairway is .located where conventional trapping of ( 1) updip migrated thermogenic gas, 

(2 migrated secondary biogenic gases, and (3) solution/free gas may occur. 

Structurally, the east-central Gulf Coast Basin area occurs dowdip from the major faulted 

gr ben that may act as both the permeability barrier to fluid flow in the updip {gas) and/or downdip 

(w ter and secondary biogenic gas}direction. Depth to the main Wilcox coal-bed producing· 

int rvals is favorable {approximately 2,000 to 6,500 ft; .610 to 1,980 m). The Wilcox total 

thi kness .of between 2,000 and 3,500ft (610.and 1,067m) ofgross,section,containing multiple 

co. I andsandstone reservoirs, is.also favorable .. Migrationof.gasesJromexistingWilcox.gas 

.. fie ds w:ithintheeast-centralGulfCoastBasin is also a favorable contribution to coalbed methane 

re ource development The evaluation of gas migrating in sandstones should also beincludedin 

an gas resource evaluation of the area. Experience in the Piceance Basin, Rocky Mountain 

Fo eland has shownthat in many instances dually.completing wells in both sandstone and coal can 

· m ke the coalbed methane exploration fairway economic, even at depths greater than 6,000 ft 

(1,850 m). 
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Natural fracture systems (coal cleat) and in situ stresses are unknown attributes in the east-

c tral Gulf Coast Basin area. Coal cleat acts as the permeability pathway for migration of both the 

g s and the water to the wellbore, and coal cleat attributes need to be recorded to determine the 

p rmeability of the reservoir in the drilling and exploration program. It is noted that the lignites at 

su face coal mines in the area are cleated. 

Depositional Systems and Coal Distribution 

Pr vious Regional Coal Depositional Studies , 

Earlier studies (Culbertson, 1940; Echols and Malkin, 1948; Fisher and McGowen, 1967, 

A ers and Lewis, 1985).showthat the Wilcox Group constitutes a thick wedge of fluvial-deltaic 

se iments that records the earliest progradation into the Tertiary Gulf Coast Basin. Within the east

ce tral Texas study area, Echols and Malkin (1948) identified the Rockdale delta, which, as 

de onstrated by Fisher and McGowen (1967), is composed of many individual delta lobes. Updip 

of the Rockdale delta system, Fisher and McGowen (1967) described the Mount Pleasant flu vial 

sy tern, which fed sediments to the Rockdale deltas. They suggested that coal seams associated 

wi h the Mount Pleasant fluvial system are elongate and laterally adjacent to channel sands, 

w ereas coal seams associated with the Wilcox deltaic facies are.tabular and either are of local 

ex ent, having formed in an interdistributary setting, or are areally more extensive, having 

de eloped across abandoned deltas. 

D positional Systems 

This section of the report is based on the regional lithofacies maps and text by Ayers and 

is (1985) for the Hooper, Simsboro, and Calvert Bluff Formations of the Wilcox Group and 

the Carrizo Sand of the Claiborne Group (figs. 1 and 7), where they assessed lithofacies 

co trol of coal distribution and ground-water movement. Ayers and Lewis (1985) mapped the 
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aximum sand (the single thickest sand) and the net thickness and percentage of major sands 

( hose greater than 40 ft [12 m] thick) identified on geophysical well logs. Maximum- and major

s nd maps delineate the depositional systems. Framework sands control the occurrence of coal 

( aiser and others, 1978) and the movement of ground water (Payne, 1968, 1975; Ayers and 

others, 1984; Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 

ooper Formation 

The Hooper Formation (fig. 7)is an upward-coarsening sequence that records a succession 

f om prodeltathrough distributary-channel fill, delta-plain mudstone, and coal. It documents initial 

p ogradation of Wilcox fluvial-deltaic systems into the Houston Embayment The base of the 

ooper. was placed at the bottom of the lowest Wilcox upward-coarsening sequence of regional 

e tent; stratigraphically lower progradational sequences, locally present in Anderson and Freestone 

aunties, were excluded to make the regional structural map (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 2). 

On the major-sand isolith map (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 4), framework sands in the 

s allow subsurface compose elongate, basinward-flaring belts parallel to the paleoslope. Ayers and 

ewis (1985) interpreted a fluvial depositional setting for the proximal facies and a deltaic setting 

£ r the distal facies. Thejunction of the alluvial and deltaic plains is closest to the outcrop at the 

s uthwest end of the region, and the fluvial-deltaic systems terminate aLan embayed marine area 

arwood subembayment of Fisher and McGowen, 1967)inBastropCounty. Fluvial-deltaic 

s stems over the southwestern three-fourths of the map radiate from a locus to the northwest. 

hannel-fill sands of the eastern one-fourth originate to the north and northeast and are funneled 

t rough the East Texas Basin (see "Simsboro Formation," below). 

s·msboro Formation 

On geophysical well logs Ayers and Lewis (1985, pls. 6 through 9 [not digitally provided]) 

d cumented that the Simsboro sand is recognizable by a blocky well log pattern and high formation 
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re istivity.Basal contacts and, commonly, upper contacts are sharp.In the depositional axis near 

R ckdale (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 5), the Simsboro Formation is composed of predominantly 

m dium- to coarse-grained sand (McGowen and Garner, 1970; Bammel, 1979), which was 

.d ositedby a bed-to mixed.,load.fluvialsystem (McGowen and Garner, 1970) that fed Wilcox 

de tas farther-basinward (Fisher and McGowen, • 1967). Suggested sources for the sediments are 

th Ouachita Mountains (Kohls, 1967) and the Rocky Mountains (Bammel, 1979). Two flu vial 

sy terns are delineated inthe study (fig. 8; Ayers andLewis, 1985, pls.4, 5, and 10). Primary 

fl vial input froman.inferrednorthwesternsource·enteredtheWi1cox coastalplainfrom a locus 

w stofWaco andfedsediments to the Rockdale. delta, system (described by Fisher and McGowen, 

19 7); secondaryfluvial input from the north and northeast flowed through the East Texas Basin 

an . across the Angelina Flexure (Jackson, 1982) to.feed. smaller deltas east of the Rockdale delta 

sy tern. 

The axis of primary input extends approximately 75 mi (120 km) from Leon County 

thwest to the Garwood subembayment (described by Fisher and McGowen, 1967)in Bastrop 

C unty (fig. 8; Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 5). Within the depositionalaxis, multistory, 

m ltilateraLchannel-fill sand complexes .compose the Simsboro {Ayers and Lewis, .1985, pl.. 6 [ not 

di itally provided]). Few floodplain deposits are preserved, and coal seams, although present, are 

no of economic value because they are thin, discontinuous, and interbedded with thick water-

be ring sands. Within the depositional axis, sand bodies are elongate parallel to the paleoslope in 

th shallow subsurface, but some bifurcation suggestive of an upper-'delta-plainsetting along the 

so theastmargin exists in Leon and Madison Counties (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 5). On the 

so thwest margin of the study area in Bastrop and Fayette Counties, sand-body geometry clearly 

de ines a deltathatprograded into the Garwood subembayment (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pls. 5 

10). This delta complex marks the southwestern flank of the Rockdale fluvial-deltaic system. 

multistory, multilateral sands, characteristic of the Simsboro in the axis of the Rockdale 

flu ial-deltaic system, break up southwestward into this marginal delta complex and form 
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m ltistory sands interbedded with overbank mudstone and.coal (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pL 6 

[n t digitally provided]). 

Similarly,the Simsboro breaks up into multistory channel-fill.sand bodiesnortheast oftbe 

R ckdale depositional axis, in northeastern Le.on County (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pL 5). In 

A dersorr and Houston Counties, multistory channel.:.fill • sands of the· secondary flu vial system, 

. st atigraphically equivalent to the Simsboro Formation, are nearly indistinguishable from the 

o erlying Calvert Bluff sands (Ayers. andLewis, 1985)and the tripartite. subdivision ofthe Wilcox 

G oup ·is ·difficult to recognize:Northeast·of the Trinity River;.the Wilcox has previously been 

m ppedasanundividedunitin thesubsurface{Kaiser,.197.S;Kaiser and.others,1978), Dip~ 

el ngate major-sand belts of the secondary flu vial system in Anderson and Houston Counties are 

or ented northwest'"'southeast, north-south, and northeast ~southwest {Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 

5) Thesetrendsreflectthe funneling effect of the actively subsiding East.Texas Basin{fig. l). 

M jor-sand belts skirt active salt domes inAnderson County as described by Seni and Jackson 

(1 83), exit the East Texas Basin across the Angelina Flexure (fig. 1), and appear to terminate in a 

se ies ofsmall deltas in the northern Houston Embayment (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 5). These 

po tulated smalLdeltas. are. also apparent on the net major ~sand map for the Hooper Formation 

( ers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 4). 

C lvert BluffFormation 

The Calvert Bluff Formation.is composed of interbedded coal seams, mudstones, and thin 

. sa dstones that encase multistory sands SO to 100 ft (15 to 30 m) tbick(fig. 7) . .'I'helower contact 

is ornrnonly sharp on geophysical well logs, with lower Calvert Bluff mudstones andthickcoal 

se ms directly overlying massive Simsboro sands across the depositional axis of the Rockdale 

flu ial-deltaic system. In the shallow subsurface, the Carrizo Sand forms a. sharp upper contact 

wi h the Calvert Bluff. The Sabinetown, a thin (generally less than 50 ft [15 m]) muds tone unit just 

be ow the Carrizo Sand, is included in the Calvert Bluff Formation (Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 
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Although the Calvert Bluff demonstrates persistence ofsediment-input axes (compare Ayers 

a d Lewis, 1985, pls. 11 and 12, with Simsboro and Hooper maps, pls. 4 and5), the style of 

se imentation changed abruptly from Simsboro to Calvert Bluff deposition in the axial region of 

th Rockdale fluvial-deltaic system. No longer were extensive Simsboro-type multilateral sand 

b dies formed. Instead, Calvert Bluff sand bodies were multistory and encased in abundant 

n frameworkfacies .. With this abrupt change-in sedimentary style,. significant regions of the 

C lvert Bluff coastal plain were sufficiently isolated from coarse-grained flu vial sedimentation to 

all w the accumulation of thethickmuds and peats (coal}thatare.characteristic,:ofthe.lowermost 

C lvert Bluff (see "Lower Calvert Bluff Coal''). 

Sand-'body geometry on the major-sand maps{Ayers andLewis, 1985, pls.11 and 12)is 

ight to.meandering in the• shallow subsurface;However, beginning approximate! y 10 to .15 • mi 

to 24 km) downdip ofoutcrnp,.a.distributive pattern is common throughout much of the 

pr mary (Rockdale) fluvial~deltaic system. Lower alluvial and upper to lower deltaic plain, 

re pectively, are the depositional settings inferred from these geometries (Kaiser, 1978). 

T erefore, the.effect. of the changein sedimentary style inthe.Rockdale fluvial.,deltaic system is 

co bined. with an overall shift in depositional setting from.dominantly alluvial plain with 

su ordinate deltaic plain in the Simsboro during the maximum Wilcox regression (Kaiser, 1978) to 

a. ore deltaic setting.in the. Calvert Bluff. The abrupt change insedimentary style across the entire 

( R· ckdale fluvial-'deltaic system (Bastrop through Leon Counties)suggests either an extrabasinal 

trolthat decreased the rate of sedimentinputor anincrease rate of basin subsidence; Ayers and 

L is (1985) prefer the former interpretation. Although sand-body geometry documents a fluvially 

·nated delta system with little evidence of destruction sands, thin low.,resistivity units 

(i terpreted as marine shales) arelocally present within the CalvertBluff, and a landward shift of 

de ositional facies is apparent from the lithofacies maps (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pls. 11 and 12). 

T e Calvert Bluff terminates with a thin marine shale (Sabinetown), which represents a regional 

tr sgression over much of the east-central Texas study area. 
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Within the Rockdale fluvial-deltaic system, net thickness of major sands increases basinward 

to more than40Oft(120 m)in distributary-channel axes (Fayette through Leon Counties}{Ayers 

a d Lewis, 1985, pl. 11). Values are.muchlower{lessthan 300 ft [90 m]) in the secondary fluvial 

• , sy tern of the East Texas Basin and Houston Embayment.. There· is little or no evidence of regional 

v iationin the percentage of major sands for the Calvert Bluff Formation (Ayers and Lewis, 

1 85, pl.12}. CalvertBluffsand~body trends in the EastTexas Basin are similartothoseofthe 

On cross section H---B'(Ayers and Lewis; 1985; pl. 7. [not digitally.provided]), amassive 

C rrizo sand intheupdip region (well log GM-J3)is in.sharp (erosional) contactwiththe muddy 

up er Calvert Bluff(marine Sabinetown shale) (fig. 7). Reportedly, in the shallow subsurfac:e in 

A derson and northern Leon Counties (C. M. Jones, personal communication with Ayers, 1983) 

at outcrop to the east in Cherokee County (Stenzel, 1951, 1953), the Sabinetown is absent and 

Carrizo is inerosionalcontactwith.underlying upper Calvert Bluff sands and shales. Downdip 

(A ers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 7, well log Q-59), Carrizo fluvial sands cap an upward-coarsening 

(p ogradational)sequence above the marine Sabinetown shale. In the Ayers and Lewis (1985) 

st dy the base. of the Carrizo Sand was placed atthebaseofthemassive.sand(fig. 7):To follow 

su surface. practice and to facilitate· correlation, the top, ofthe Carrizo .was;pfacedai thetop of an 

.up ard,fining .. sequencethabsrecognized as the Newby.Member (transgressive marine sand) of 

. th ReklawFormation(Plummer, 1932;Stenzel;l951, 1953). BecauseAyers and Lewis (1985) 
. . 

m pped only.majorsands.(those.greater than 40Jt[12m]thick) andmaxiinumsands(the single 

thi kest Carrizo Sand), the Newbyis notreflected onJithofacies maps; it never constitutes a major 

aximum sand. 

The Carrizo, composed of moderately well to well-sorted fine to medium sand (Todd and 

Fok, 1957), is a major aquifer in east-central Texas. At outcrop it is a multistory, multilateral 
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fl vial sequence deposited with theretreat of theSabinetown sea (Plummer, 1932). Payne (1975) 

n ted that Carrizo lithology is regionally more uniform than that of many other early Tertiary 

fo mations. Conventional isopach and sandstone-percentage maps, therefore, fail to delineate the 

fr mework elem~nts; however, maps of the maximum sand and the net thickness of major sands 

( yers andLewis, 1985, pls. 13 and 14) do·so, and they disclose.several differences between 

izo a.nd antecedent Wilcox depositional systems . 

. • In the Rockdale fluvial-deltaic system, the depositionalaxis had shifted southward by Carrizo 

e; net.thickness, of major .. s.ands is·greateston. the southflank.of:thesystem inBastrop,Lee, .and .. 

ette Counties andjn the Garwood subembayment (Ayers.and 1::ewis, 1985, pl. 14)JMaximum:.: 

.• sa d trends(Ayers.andLewis,1985,pl. .13) insouthernBastropCountyintersecttheYoakum ... 

C annel; an upper Calvert Bluff submarine canyon thatdown:ccutand filled before Carrizo 

de osition (Hoyt, 1959; Vormelker, 1979). On cross sections by Hoyt (1959),the Carrizo Sand 

thi kens rapidly into the Yoakum Channel;lower Carrizo log patterns are upward coarsening 

(p ogradational), whereasuppefCarrizo patterns are blocky(aggradational). On the maximum-

sa d map (Ayers andLewis, 1985, pL 13), anembayedarea extends from Washington to Madison 

C unty.Jn this regiondip,..oriented sands of the shallow subsurface.may terminate in· strike-

ori nted s,md bodies (southeastemLee County). Similar but better developedsand-'body trends 

her basin ward are apparent on maps by Payne ( 1975) and suggest wave..,dominated deltas. 

The orientation of flu vial sand-body .trends in Leon.County has. changedJrdm east,west in the 

C vert Bluff (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pL 12) to southeast-northwest in the Carrizo (Ayers and 

Le is, 1985, pls. 13 and 14). In :fact, this reorientation of fluvial systems is presaged on the 

is lithmapfor Calvert Bluff major sands (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 11),which shows complex 

tre ds.in theregion. This change resulted either from atendency of the secondary fluvial system of 

th East Texas Ba.sin to aggrade the coastal plain abandoned by the southward shift of the Rockdale 

flu ial system into the Garwood subembayment or from basin ward migration of the shoreline 

du ing Carrizo· sedimentation, or from both. Reduced thicknesses of both the maximum and net 

·or sands where dip"'oriented Carrizo Sand belts cross the Elkhart Graben (Ayers and Lewis, 
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1 85, pls. 13 and 14) suggest a subtle structural control ondeposition, possibly increased 

p eservation of overbank sediments due to an increased rate of subsidence. C. M. Jones (personal 

c mmunication, 1983) suggested that the Carrizo is thicker in the graben than over adjacent salt 

p'llows. 

D positional Model 

Wilcox and Carrizo lithofacies maps. provide· new insight for reconstruction of the early 

T rtiary paleogeography of the central United States. (figs. 9A-9E,Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 

D ring the late Paleocene and early Eocene, the Gulf CoastBasinwas filled by majordeltasystems 

in the MississippiEmbayment (Holly Springs.delta,system; Galloway, 1968), Houston 

E bayment (lower Wilcox Rockdale delta system; Fisher and McGowen, 1967), and Rio Grande 

E bayment (upper Wilcox Rosita delta system; Edwards, 1981). Unlike modern Gulf Coast delta 

sy terns, Paleogene systems of the western Gulf Coast (Rockdale and Rosita) were as large as, or 

lager than, that of the Mississippi Embayment (Holly Springs) (fig. 9A, Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 

B th the direction of sediment input and its timing,coincident with the climax of Laramide orogeny 

(C apin and Cather, 1981; Ayers, 1984),ledAyers andLewis (1985) to conclude that sediments 

the former deltas were derived from Laramide uplifts to the northwest, as suggested by Winker 

(1 82). Ayers and Lewis (1985) suggested that a majorfluviaLsystemfrontingthe Rocky 

M untains flowed southward, collected the spillover.fromLaramideforeland.basins;and deposited 

th sediment on the Eocene Texas Gulf Coast (fig. 9A). The source of the Holly Springs delta 

sy tern was to the north and east. Not until the Miocene did epeirogenic uplift of the western 

U ited States cause great volumes of sediments to be shed eastward and the northern Rocky 

M untain fluvial system to be diverted northeast of the Ouachita Mountains and into the 

M" ssissippi Embayment, thus increasing sediment input to the Mississippi Embayment at the 

ex ense of the Texas Gulf Coast. Additionally, the Neogene uplift of the western United States 

er ated an orographic rainfall effect that greatly reduced runoff on the east side of the Rockies. and 
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re ulted in further diminution of late Cenozoic deltaic processes on the western margin of the Gulf 

C ast Basin (Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 

The major fluvial system that drained the Rockies is postulated to have episodically avulsed at 

a ocus northwest of the Llano Uplift (fig. 9A, Ayers and Lewis, 1985) to feed eitherthe Rockdale 

ta .system of the Houston Embayment or the Rosita delta system ofthe Rio Grande Embayment. 

T e Hwang Ho (Yellow) River .of China (Dunbar and Rodgers, 1957) is .suggested as a modern 

an log. It avulses at a nodal point 250 mi ( 400 km) inland and supplies sediment to either the Gulf 

of Po Hai or the YellowSea,200mi (320km) to.the,south .. Neksandmaps .(Beboutand others, 

1982) reveal· a lower Wilcox depocenter north of the San Marcos Arch and an upper Wilcox 

de ocentersouth·of the·arch (figs. 10 and 11),.Ayers·and Lewis (1985) suggested that in early 

W lcox time, flu vi ally dominated Rockdale deltas rapidly prograded basinwardwhile marine 

pr cesses dominated south of the San Marcos Arch (fig. 9B, Ayers andLewis, 1985). 

C nversely, pro gradation of the upper Wilcox Rosita deltas south of the San Marcos Arch 

co ncides with Calvert Bluff (including marine Sabinetown shale) deposition in the Rockdale delta 

sy tern (figs. 9C and 9D, Ayers and Lewis, 1985). Ayers and Lewis (1985) proposed that the 

change in style of sedimentation that marks the transition fromthe Simsboro to the Calvert 

ff Formationresulted from avulsion of the primary flu vial system southward from the Houston · 

E bayment intothe Rio Grande Embayment. 

Sediment input to the Rockdale delta system from.the smaller regionaLdrainage basin 

.. 9A,Ayers andLewis, 1985) and, perhaps, brief episodic input from the primary flu vial 

sy tern were. sufficientto continue aggradation of the proximal coastal plain, but at a much reduced 

rat .. The reduced sediment input resulted in a multistory fluvial system that is indistinguishable 

. fro , and merges with, the. secondary fluvial system of the East Texas Basin. Confinement of 

Si sboro multilateral sands by muds of the lower Calvert Bluff transformed the Simsboro into an 

art sian aquifer. Swamps developed at loci of ground-water discharge and spread across the 

fo ndering Rockdale deltaic plain (fig. 9C, Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 
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Evidence from lithofacies maps (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pls. 4, 5, and 11) suggests that the 

wood subembayment existed throughout Wikoxtime and was the site of frequent submarine

c nyon development (Hoyt, 1959; Chuber and Begeman, 1982). Marine mud of the Sabinetown 

tr nsgression in latestWilcox time filled the Yoakum channel and, therefore, postdates canyon 

c tting (Hoyt, 1959); either the canyon. was cutduring a Jowstand and was filled by the 

S binetown transgression, or it was cut during a highstand while the Rockdalefluvial system.was 

di charging into the Garwood subembayment·andwassubsequentlyfilled with mud when 

That .the Sabine town shale is .correlatable across boththe Rockdale<andEast·.Texasfluvial 

s stems implies. that the. transgression results not solely· from delta abandonment, as.· is true for 

• lo al transgressions,• but also from eustatic rise of sea level or• maj ordimatic changes that 

d creased the rate of sediment input (fig. 9D, Ayers and Lewis, 1985). 

In east-central Texas, the Sabinetown transgression was terminated by Carrizo sedimentation, 

w • ich was terminated by Carrizo sedimentation, which at outcrop is flu vial ( aggradational) and 

d wndip is deltaic (progradation) (fig. 9E, Ayers and Lewis, 1985). Primary influx in east-central 

T xas was (1) off the south flankofthe•Rockdale·fluvial-deltaic system onto the rapidly 

co pacting muds of the Yoakum channel and Garwood subembayment and (2)through the East 

T xas,Basin into·the Houston.Embayment The postulated wave-dominated fluvial"deltaic system 

th t· pro graded •throughthe ·Garwood subembaymentrepresents the .. earliestevidence• of significant 

T rtiary elastic ·sedimentation:in the subembayment. A shift of the major axis oftheRockdale 

fl vial-deltaic system to the southwest left the Carrizo coastal plain to thenorth in Leon County . 

fo ndering and forming a topographic low. Ayers and Lewis ( 1985) suggest that the East Texas 

fl vial system periodically avulsed·into and aggraded that area, resulting ina reorientation of 

de ositional trends from Wilcox to Carrizo time (fig. 9E, Ayers and Lewis, 1985} 
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C al Distribution 

The regional depositional settings· of Wilcox coal seams were established in works by Fisher 

a d McGowen (1967), McGowen (1968), Kaiser (1974, 1978, 1982), Kaiser and others (1978),. 

• . a dAyers andLewis (1985), The goals of the Ayers and Lewis {1985) study were ( 1) to refine.the 

·p viouslymapped depositional framework elements and coal··.distributions by using •alarger·.data·.·•· 

b se.andby mappingthinner stratigraphic.intervals and.(2)·.to usethe new coal maps to estimate 

d ep-basin coal resources. 

Coal seams occurthroughoutthe Wilcox stratigraphic interval, butseamsare thickest and 

m st numerous and have greatest lateral continuity in three :stratigraphic zones: ( 1) the upper 

H operFormation,justbelowtheSimsboroFormation; (2) the lower CalvertBluffFormation, in 

. a uddy intervaljust above the Simsboro; and (3)theupperCalvert Bluff, justbelow the Carrizo 

S nd (Ayers and Lewis, 1985}. Thick coal seams are also associated with muddy intervals in the 

sboro (Ayers'and Lewis, 1985), which are .sandwiched between multistory, water-bearing 

R aper Coal Distribution and Resources 

The geometry and abundance of HoopercoaL seams change,inresponse,to a change in 

de ositional setting across a line that extends along inferred depositfonalstrike•from eastern 

B stropthroughcentralMadison Courtty{Ayers andLewis,···1985, pl.23). This line is interpreted 

as the average position of thejunction between the. Hooper alluvial and deltaic plains. Updip of the 

Ii e,.thick(~5 ft [I.Sm]) coal seams form discontinuous pods(Ayers··andLewis,.1985, pL 24), 

an the isopleth map for all seams (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 23) shows that one to four seams 

oc ur in dip-elongatetrends thatcoincide.with log-sand, interchannel areas (floodplains) on the 

H oper lithofacies map (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 4). Basinward of the line, regions of areally 

ex ensive coal seams are the rule; these tabular coal zones, which are composed of 1 to 3 thick coal 

se ms (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 24) and 5 to 16 seams in aH(Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 23), 
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c incide with high values for net major sandstones and with deltaic (distributive) sand~body 

g ometries (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pL4). 

The 2,000-Jt (610-m) overburden line drawn on the top of the Hooper Formation shows the. 

d wndip boundary ofeconomic coal mining deep-basin Hooper coal, asdefinedin their study 

( yers and Lewis, 1985, .pL 24 ). The economic coal occurs in smallfloodplain deposits updip of 

t e junction betweenthe alluvial and deltaic plains, anditis mostabundant on the eastern end of 

t e region in.Anderson, Freestone, and Leon Counties. Assuming.a 5-ft{l.5-m) thickness for all 

• ck coal seams. and.J,750 tons (1,589 metric tcins).ofcoal per.acre-ft,' 924 .million tons, (838, 

'llioh · metric tons) .of coal were demonstrated between the •depths ;of200 and2;Q0O ft .(61 and 

6 Om). 

Considerably greater Hooper coaLresources. (14,51'8millioh tons [13,171 million metric 

s]) are in thedeltaic coal seams thatliebasinward ofthe2,000,..ft (610,..m) overburden line 

( yers and Lewis, 1985, pL24). Because the projected junction of the alluvial and deltaic plains 

a proaches the outcrop in Bastrop County, Kaiser (1978) suggested exploration for thick, 

e tensive Hooper coal seams inthatregion. However, coaLseams are thinner and discontinuous in 

B strop and Fayette Counties. (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pL 24} owing to pinch-out of the deltaic 

pl tform at the margin of the Garwood subembayment(Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 4). 

Unfavorable coalbed methane aspects for the• development of upperHoopercoalin the eastern 

re ion are that{l) the overlying Simsboro is thin or.muddy.thrm1ghoutmuch.cffthe area and (2) 

gr und-water quality of the, hostformation is generally ,poorer than water quality in the· Simsboro, 

C lvertBluff, and Carrizo,. suggesting limited permeability. 

C lvertBluffCoal Distribution and Resources 

The Calvert Bluff Formation.contains morn coal seams (as many as 16) (Ayers and Lewis, 

1 85, pl. 25) than other Wilcox formations. To better delineate the stratigraphic distribution of the 

c al seams, the thick (>900Jt [275 m]) Calvert BluffFormation was divided into three intervals 
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a d the coal seams were mapped for each. Because Ayers andLewis (1985) could not identify 

r gionalstratigraphic markers in the Calvert Bluff, the mapped intervals represent informal 

st atigraphic slices. The lower Calvert Bluff consists of a 300-ft (91-m) slice immediately above 

t e Simsboro Formation, the upper Calvert Bluff extends. 200 ft (61 m)below the Carrizo Sand, 

a d the middle Calvert Bluff comprises the strata between the two. 

Lower Calvert Bluff Coal 

As is true for Hooper coal seams, lowerCalverLBluff coaLseams.are.associatedwith fluvial-

d ltaic systems. AlluviaLcoal seams. in the shallow subsurface have dip..,elongate geometries (Ayers 

a d Lewis, 1985, pis . .26 and 27) and correspond to low to intermediate Calvert Bluff sand values 

( yers and Lewis, 1985, pis. 11 and 12). Coal seams lie irt interchannel (floodplain) areas and are 

unded by dip-oriented, multistory channel-fill sands. Deltaic coal seams, deeper in the basin, 

h ve tabular geometries and coincide with high sand values and bifurcating ( distributary) sand

b dy geometries. 

The number of thick coal seams (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 27) correlates with the high total 

n mbers of seams (Ayers artd Lewis, 1985, pl. 26). Lower Calvert Bluff coal seams are most 

ab ndant in, and thick coal seams are almost restricted to, the area between eastern Bastrop and 

ea tern Leon Counties (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pis, 26 and27);coincidentwithmaximum 

de elopmentofthe Simsboro. This region clearly conforms totheoutlineofthe,Rockdale fluvial

de taic system (fig. 2; Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 5). In Bastrop and Fayette Counties, coal seams 

( yers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 26) are lost as the fluvial~deltaic platform (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, 

pl. .12) pinches out into the Garwood subembayment.. To the northeast in Leon County, the thick 

co 1 seams (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 27) terminate and the total number of coal seams (Ayers 

an Lewis, 1985, pl. 26) dramatically decreases at the margin of the Rockdale fluvial-deltaic 

sy tern; only one or two coal seams are associated with the secondary flu vial system ( described in 

se tion on "Calvert Bluff Formation") in Anderson and Houston Counties. Within the Rockdale 
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fl vial-deltaic system, the number of thick coal seams increases basinward to more than four, and 

t etotal number of seams increases to as many as seven seams (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pls. 26 

Lower Calvert.Bluff coal seams are thickest and most abundant in a muddy interval 

1 ediately overlying, or in places. stratigraphically eqllivalent to, the multistory, multilateral 

c annel-fill sands .of the Simsboro Formation (Ayers and Lewis, 1985). As described in the earlier 

s ctions, coal-bearingmudstones ofthe lower CalvertBluffFormation cap the Simsboro 

F rmation and punctuate. a major, change in the. sty le of sedimentation. Ayers and Lewis ( 1985) 

s ggested thatthis change is the result of diversionofthe primaryfluvialsystemJrom the Houston 

E baymentto the Rio Grande Embayment (fig. 9C; Ayers and Lewis, 1985). The abandoned 

R ckdalefluvial.,deltaiccomplexprovided both a platform ofaccumulationforfower Calvert Bluff 

p at (lignite) and a perennial source of water necessary to ensure persistence of the peat swamps. 

hen coarse elastic sedimentation on the Rockdale fluvial-deltaic system ended, the sediments 

d posited were mostly delta-plainmuds,which formed a confining layer (aquitard) overthe 

p rmeable channel-fill sands of the Simsboro Formation. Thus confined, the sands of the Rockdale 

vial-deltaic complex formed a regional fresh-water aquifer having a high, stable water table. Peat 

s amps (lignite) developed at loci of regional ground-water discharge and spread across the 

Because the entire Calvert Bluff Formation is coal bearing,. a Simsboro overburden ( depth to 

b se of CalvertBluf:f) map was made by Ayers andLewis (l985)to delineatethecoal~rnining 

e lorationfairway for coal (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 28). The 2,00O-ft(610-m)line from the 

o erburden map marks the basinward boundary of potentially recoverable deep-basin coal in the 

lo er Calvert Bluff {Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 27). Landward of this line, thickinterchannel 

co 1 seams (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 27) project updip to known near-surface deposits. Thick 

se ms are most abundant between eastern Bastrop and western Leon Counties. There are 5,103 

mllion tons (4,629 million metric tons) of deep-basin resources between 200 and 2,000 ft (61 and 
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6 0 m); three timesmore coal (16,150 million tons [14,651 million metric tons]) lies within the 

s dy area basinward of the 2,000~ft (610-m} line. 

Favorable coalbed methane aspects for the development of lower Calvert Bluff coal seams are 

at ( 1) deep coal seams are basin ward extensions of those seams currently mined at the surface; 

( ) generally;theyarethickerandmore continuous than other Wilcox coalseams in the same depth 

r nge; and {3) ·they.are often separated from the underlying Simsboro aquifer by a low-'-permeability 

udstone. However, the thickness of the muds tone substratum. is difficult to predict, and site-

s ecific-studies would berequired to assess hydrologic problemsattendantwith coal bed .·methane 

.Middle Calvert Bluff Coal 

Geometries and depositional settings of middle CalvertBluffcoal seams are similar to those 

o the lower Calvert Bluff. Discontinuous, pod~shaped, arid dip-elongate floodplain coal seams in 

th • shallow subsurface give way basinward to tabular deltak coal seams, and the total number of 

c al.seams increases. basinwardto more than seven (Ayers andLewis, .1985, pL 29). However, · • 

rn ddle CalvertBluffcoalseams differ markedly from lower Calvert bluff coal seams in several 

w ys; First, it can be seen from regional cross sections (Ayers an.d Lewis, 1985, pk 6 and 22) 

a d.from the comparison of coal maps (Ayers and Lewis;.J 985, pls:.27,iand 29}that middle 

... c lvert Bluffcoal seams .. are regionally less abundantandmore;disoontinuous,xSecond;.coal seams 

as ociated with the secondary flu vial system in Houston County are comparably more abundant in 

th middle Calvert Bluffthaninthe lower Calvert Bluff.Finally, and of mostimportance, the thick 

. c al seams common to.the lower Calvert Bluff are practically nonexistent in the .middle Calvert 

Buff. For this reason, Ayers andLewis (1985) did notmapseparatelythe thick coal seams in this 

st atigraphic sequence, and they are considered poor candidates for coalbed methane resource 

d velopment. 
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Upper Calvert Bluff Coal 

Of the Wilcox coal-bearing intervals, the upper Calvert Bluff contains the1east numerous and 

ost discontinuous coal seams; they are most abundant east of the Brazos River, and, unlike other 

ervals, coal seams of the Rockdale fluvial.,.deltaic system aremore abundant closer to outcrop 

yers·and Lewis, 1985, pl. 30).·Ayers and Lewis (1985) attribute the paucity of deeper coal 

s ams toprogressivelandward shift of depositionalfacies.associated with the·Sabinetown marine 

tr nsgression. In Freestone and northern Anderson .Counties the pod"shaped geometry. and the 

di tribution of coal seams relative.to the Cal vertBluffframework elements (Ayers· and•Lewis, 

85, pl. 12} of the secondary flu vial system affirm a floodplain depositional setting. Thick coal 

s ms (also shown on Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pl. 30) are restricted to the secondary fluvial • 

s stem of the East Texas Basin. Tabular coal seams in southeastern Anderson and northwestern 

H uston Counties coincide with high sand values. These coal seams are attributed to·peat swamps 

th tdeveloped during the destruction of small deltas of the secondary fluvial system. Marine shales 

o the Sabinetown unit overlie the abandoned deltas. 

Thick Upper Calvert Bluff coal seams contain 479.million tons (434 million metric tons) of 

coal between 200 and 2,000 ft ( 61 and 610 m). There are no thick upper Calvert Bluff coal seams 

b inward of the 2,000-ft (610-m) line. The location of thick upper Calvert Bluff coal seams in 

-sand (floodplain) areas of northern Anderson County makes.them,cartdidatesforin situ 

ga ification{Ayers and Lewis, 1985). However, ·attentionmust,be,givenatopossible.hydrologic 

co plications resulting from the proximity of the Carrizo aquifer, which overlies the coal seams. 

T e upper Calvert Bluff coal seams are considered secondary coalbed methane targets. 

ential for East-Central Gulf Coast Basin Coalbed Methane Resource Development 

In summarizing our depositional systems and coal distribution evaluation and incorporating 

ou producibility model, the east-central Gulf Coast Basin area is located in a suitable fairway for 

co lbed methane resource development on the basis of its coal thickness, depth (2,000 to 6,500 ft; 
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6 0 to 1,980 m), and total reservoir interval thickness (2,000 to 3,500 ft; 610 to 1,067 m).The 

e st-central Gulf Coast Basin's maximum coal thickness of approximately 30 ft (9.1 m) and 

c mulative coal thickness of as much as 100 ft (34 m) is favorable for coalbed methane resource 

d velopment. The prime target for coalbed methane resource developmentis the lower Calvert 

B uffcoals. However,the continuity of the individual coal seams has not been adequately 

a dressed, Additionalreservoir characterization must be undertaken to fully evaluate the continuity 

o coal seams in the east~central Gulf CoastBasin area, Our.experience in the Rocky Mountain 

. F relandsuggests.thatthecoalswould be.more.continuous:thanpreviouslymapped:iiHowever,the 

s ope of this. evaluation does not permit us to undertake this.detailed evaluation. 

Stratigraphictraps, including.faciesvariation and analysis and coal.seam continuitymapping, 

• 1 chiding updip pinch-outs and relief above. and below sandstone bodies; must be. part of the 

a vancedreservoir characterization program. This mayresult in the delineation of additional 

c nventional type traps. It is emphasized that the reservoir continuity of the sandstones should also 

b taken into account when evaluating the coalbed methane resources because these sandstones 

c uld also hold a significant amount ofmigratedgas. Importantly, the exploration program should 

in lude dually completed wells .inbothsandstone and coal. Updip migration ofthermogenic gases 

a d the. trapping of methane in stratigraphic. traps must be considered in the exploration· pro gram. If 

th coals become thinner in an updip direction and pinch out, then this area could become an area 

o potentially higher gas contents, as recorded in theSanJuan.andUintaBasins. 

CoalRank and Gas Generation. in East-Central Texas 

,Coal miningresearchers have,documentedthat shallow Tertiary coals fromTexas are 

tr ditionally defined as lignite, implying that vitrinite reflectance values in east-central Texas are 

ty ically less than 0.38 percent. However, some deeper "lignites" have vitrinite reflectance values 

o greaterthan 0.38 percent, making them actually coals of subbitUminous rank(vitrinite 

re ectance between 0.38 and 0.49 percent). From these numerous studies and publications on the 
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t ermal maturation level and chemical properties of Texas lignites (Tewalt, 1986, and 

ukhopadhyay, 1989, and references therein), it is now estimated that the coal rank in the Wilcox 

F rmation in the East-Central Texas area is generally between lignite and subbituminous, although 

h" gher rank coals are probably presentin the downdip extent of the Wilcox Group. Vitrinite 

r flectance values for Wilcox coal samples close to outcrop, ranging from 0.30 to 0.42 percent, are 

s pportedbyproximate analyses ofthe coal sarnples,.However, thethreshold.ofthermogenic gas 

g nerationin coal beds lies.between 0.80 and· Lpercent, indicating that the shallow coals in the 

st dy,area may.not have reached the• thermal maturitydevelrequired to generate thermogenic. gases. 

oreover,. Wilcox coalsatdepth,·for example in Colorado; Dewitt; andLavaca Counties. between 

9, 00 and 14,000 ft (2; 743 and 4,267 m), have probably. reached the thermalmaturity level 

• re uired to;generatethermogenic ••methane (Mukhopadhyay, 1989), and,.thus:the potential exists for 

e ploration of migrated thermogenic gases. 

Regional geopressure and temperature trends in the.Wilcox (figs.12 and 13) indicate that the 

of geopressure located south of the study area is approximately 13,000 ft (3,Q62 m) deep 

( eboutand others,J982). Active gas generation and hydrocarbon overpressurearethoughtto 

. o cur atapproximately20O°EinJo:w,,-permeability sediments. The. 2009Ftemperature contour in the 

ilcox is located approximately 30 mi ( 48 km) south of the Mexia Fault Zone, suggesting that 

ilcox coals in.this areamay be generatingthermogenic·.gases,·· Hydrocarbon overpressure· has 

pr bably not developed in the shallow coal beds because •of relatively high permeability of the 

se iments: However;·. the proximityofgeopressure • andtemperatures at or above 200°F suggests 

th possibility ofupdip migration of thermogenic gases to the MexiaFaultZone. The geometry of 

g opressuresuggests,thatthermogenic gases areless likely to migrate updip in the eastern portion 

of the study area. 

The.ash contentof coal beds determines the amount of gases that can be sorbed onto the coal 

su face.Ash content ineast-central Wilcox coals is highly variable, ranging from 7.7 to 36.4 

p cent, with averages between 18 and 19 percent (Tewalt, 1986; Mukhopadhyay, 1989). Ash 

tent appears to be relatively higher in deep-basin lignite compared with surface lignite. 
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oreover, ash content in East Texas lignites is lower (average 11.4 percent) than in East-Central 

T xas lignites. Sulfur content in east-'central Wilcox coals ranges from 1.07 percent in the Hooper 

F rmation to 1.72 percent in the Upper C.alvert Bluff and averages 1.43 percent in Lower Calvert 

P .tentialforCoalbed Methane Resource Development 

OnJhe basis. of the limited amount of data availabk,itis speculatedthatthe coalgasesin • the 

e st-centralTexascoal basin probablyTepresentmigratedthermogenic.an:dcsecondary.biogenic 

g ses. The location ofthe study .. area is favorable for updip migration of gases that may be sorbed 

o tothecoalsurface. Secondarybiogenic gasesmay bemore common farther east; although more 

d tailed study and data are requiredto determine regional hydrodynamics and particularly the 

g ology and sealing properdes in the Mexia Fault Zone. 

Gas Content ofWilcox Coals in East-Central Texas 

Coal gas contentdata are notpublicly available for the east-central Texas area. Importantly, 

g s content is one.of the more critical controls on evaluatingcoalbed methane potential because 

. c albedmethane;productioh isuneconomicifinsufficient'amounts,ofgas. are sorbed onto the· coal 

s rface. A major problem in evaluating gas contenttrends irneast"-central Zfexas.wilLbe?the • accuracy 

o the data collected; Analytical gas content data collected;canbe affected by analytical method, 

s mpletype,. and gas composition used during the experiments,· and it is cautioned that the correct 

s mpling methodsmustbe applied.Assuming that the gas content data measuredarereasonably 

a curate, there are many geologic and.hydrologic.factorsthat affect the distribution.of coalbed gas 

in the subsurface, and these factors can be divided into three categories: (1) gas generation, (2) coal 

p operties, and (3)reservoir conditions. Each of these factors must be taken into consideration 

w en evaluating gas contentdata. Further, gas content is not fixed but changes when equilibrium 

c nditions in the reservoir change. Therefore, the lateral and vertical distribution of gas contents is 
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u ually highly variable and will be difficult to predict, and it is recommended that a detailed 

s ratigraphic and hydrologic evaluation be undertaken. with the acquisition of gas content data . 

. P tential for Coalbed Methane Resource Development 

Beforeanyfairwaydelineation canberesolve.d, gas content datamustbe collected in the 

s dy\area. l'he presence of high .gas ,content values in suchlow-rank coals would suggest updip 

igration of thermogenic .. gases or, ··possibly,migrationand/ot.in.situ generation of secondary 

b· ogenic.methane;·Sorptioncisotherms can.then be usedto .. determinewhetherthe coals are 

u dersaturated; saturated, or oversaturated with respectto methane. 

Permeability ofthe Wilcox Group, East-Central Texas 

Previous research in bituminous coals. in the Wes tern United States has indicated that coal 

b ds are often orders of magnitude more permeable than the surrounding sediment and, therefore, 

c n be major aquifers in the basin.In coal.bedsin east-centralTexas, fractures (cleats) are the 

p rmeability pathways for the flow of.fluid arid hydrocarbons (water and gas) to the well bore. 

P rrneability in coalbeds is restricted toface and butt cleats (fractures)because the organic coal 

atrixisimpermeable, Face cleats are more continuous·and,·. therefore, usually.more permeable 

an the associated butt cleats; and•their occurrence andorientationmustbe·evaluated. Moreover, 

ecurrentdirectionofin situstresses relative·to face•cleatorientationmay•also·•·affect·permeability, 

b cause permeability can be reduced when.in situ stresses are perpendicular toJactcleat 

o ientation. 

, , With the• acquisition ofdeat and in ,situ data, understanding coaLpermeability in east ~central 

T xas will be critical for determining the ultimate recovery of coalbed methane from the coal 

r servoir (fig. 14). A permeability ofapproximately l md represents a recovery efficiency of less 

t an 20 percent whereas recovery factors approaching 100 percent are not achieved unless 

p rmeability values are hundreds of miHidarcys.·However, exceptionally high permeability may be 
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as detrimental to coalbed methane recovery as low permeability, because of excessive water 

Permeability calculated fromtwo Wilcox coal beds, located at depths of 400to 690 ft (122 to 

2 0 m) in the Sabine Uplift, to the east of the current study area, ranges between 22 and 99 md 

(F gg, 1986; Kaiser and.others, 1986). These values arean order of magnitude lower than 

p meabilities inlow'.".rank coals in the Powder RiverBasin (1,000 md). These. permeability ranges 

ar within the. permeability values associated with higher coal bed methane producibility in the San 

Ju n.and.BlackWarribr,Basins·(fig.15).Althoughthesevaluesareenconraging;:;permeabilitywill 

. d rease with increasing burial depth, and the permeability ofcoal,beds ill' east-centraLTexas at 

Average permeability in Wilcox sandstones ranges from 0.4 to42 md, suggesting that the 

sa dstones may be an order .of magnitude less permeable than the coal beds. The hydraulic 

ductivities of interconnected channel-fillsahds (framework fades) are significantly· greater than. 

ductivities ofinterchannel areas (nonframework facies) (Fogg and others, 1983a). 

A ditionally, permeabilities of channel-fill.sandstonesmayincrease with sand-'unit thickness 

(P yne, 1968, 1975); Permeability valuesJor well-connected flu vial sandstone channels range 

fr m 0.4 to 3. 7 md, whereas permeability in less well connected sandstone ranges from 0.004 to 

rnd. Because permeability decreases awayfromchahneLsandstones.toward channel margins 

floodplain sediments (including coal beds deposited adjciceht:to .fluviaLchannels ),the 

as ociated coals may not be in hydraulic continuity with adjacent sandstones. Additional. 

pe meability data need to be acquired before any predictions of the coal bed methane potential can 

be evaluated. 

Hydro geology of the. Wilcox Group, East-Central Texas 

Hydrogeology is one of the more important factors affecting coalbed methane producibility 

an includes both ground-water flow fromthe outcrop basinward, and updip migration of fluids 
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( I ater and hydrocarbons). Understanding the geometry of hydrodynamics is critical in delineating 

ar a of upward flow potential and; therefore, areas of potentially better coalbed methane 

ducibility. Potentiometric surface, geochemical, and ground-water resistivity maps of the major 

u its were used to evaluate regional flow directions from the outcrop and possible subsurface 

re harge in the Carrizo Sandstone in theLeonand Freestone Counties. 

Thick, interconnected.Wilcox sands are more permeable than thinner sands and muds of the 

ounding interchannel areas (nonframeworkfacies), indicating that channel-fill sands serve as 

c nduits for ground~water flow{Payne, 1968, .1975; Fogg and others, 1983b;Ayersmndothers, 

1 84). Therefore, the stratigraphic Jrameworkfacies tend to have higherresistivities than the 

a ·acent, nonframework facies in the shallow subsurface {Payne, 1968, 1975). 

These observations, togetherwith the basinward distribution of fresh-waterJobes coincident , 

w 'th channel-sand axes, indicate that the framework facies strongly control ground-water flow. 

R sistivity maps (Ayers and Lewis, 1985, pls.18 and 19) delineate recharge areas and elucidate 

gr und-water flowpaths, thus serving as a.dditionaltools for understanding the hydrodynamics of 

th area. Note, however, that formation resistivity may be affected by factors other than salinity of 

thl formation·water·(for example, clay content ofthesand or presence.of hydrocarbons). Salinity 

d leper in the basin ranges from 60,000 to 119,000 ppm in Colorado County (Bebout and others, 

1 

Thebasinward limit of meteoric recharge,wasplaced.at2O.ohm-'m~/m{Ayers and Lewis, 

1 85; Kaiser and others, 1986) on the resistivity of the maximum sands; Wilcox coals appear to 

th' n .northward.toward the recharge area, suggesting that meteoric recharge may be focused in 

, fl , vial sandstone rather than in coals. The. serrated distribution of higher resistivity values (that is, 

·• re ativelyfresh water} in the Simsboro, Calvert Bluff, and Carrizo Formations,indicates that 

sa 1 dstone geometry controls the downdip migration and extent of fresh meteoric water. Resistivity 

m ps by Ayers and Lewis (1985, pls. 18 and 19) of the Calvert Bluff and Carrizo Formations 

in icate that the Mexia Fault Zone at least partially inhibits the basinward migration of fresh water 

in Bastrop County. 
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The basinward limits of meteoric recharge for the Carrizo, Calvert Bluff, and Simsboro 

dstones generally correspond to a zone located south of the Mexia Fault Zone, roughly 

p ralleling a line between Giddings and Bryan. However, recharge in the Carrizo Sandstone in 

di son, Houston,. and Trinity Counties extends much farther into the basin than recharge for the 

C lvert Bluff and Simsboro. Meteoric recharge in Lee and Brazos Counties may be partially 

in ibited by the presence of geopressure and/or higher temperatures (figs. 12 and 13) located 

sd thward of the study area. This area of overpressureis much.closer to the outcrop belt compared 

w • th the distribution· of overpressure farther east.. Meteoric recharge immediatelynorth .of the Mexia 

F ult Zone in eastern Milam County (Kaiser and.others, 1986) is directed away fromthe basin, 

in icating that piracy ofrecharge may partiallylimitthe amount of meteoric water entering the coal

b~aring units. Another area of ground-water.piracy occurs in.eastern Falls County. 

Updip migration of thermogenic gases to Wilcox coal beds is favored in this area because of 

th distribution of regional geopressure and high temperatures (more than 200°F) and recharge 

pi ·acy. Additionally, at least some thicker coals in the basin pinch out toward the outcrop, 

su gesting that (1) the coals may be separated laterally from aquifer sandstones by lower 

p meability mudstones and, therefore, may not be in hydraulic communication with the sands, 

a (2) coals thinning toward the outcrop may have a lower probability of being recharged by 

gr und water. A more detailed structuraLand stratigraphic evaluation is required to assess the 

se, ling properties of the Mexia Fa ult Zone and the. ways the faults may affect the downward and 

u ward migration andtrapping of fluids.Although updip migration is favored, at least some 

re harge probably does occur in thicker coal beds located near the outcrop, and an east-central 

T xas exploration and development program could invoke a combination of migrated thermogenic 

g es and secondary biogenic gases. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this cooperative agreement between the Bureau of Economic Geology 

( , EG), The University of Texas at Austin, and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is to provide 

a reliminary assessment of the cbalbed methane potential of the east-central Texas Gulf Coast coal 

sins.based on previouslypublishedliterature.lBecauseof:the limited scope of this-project, a··•• 

d tailed evaluationofthe area was notperformed and areas·ofhigher coalbedmethane potential +• not delineated. The following discussion summ~zes.the positive and negative :attributes of 

t e area.onthe basis ofa BEG coalbed methaneproduc1b1htymodel. Arnored~tailedevaluatron 

t atincludes advancedreservoir characterization and engineering modeling, and thatincorporates 

k y.geologic-and engineering>attributes, isrecotnrnendedto.fullyassess the economic viability of 

tie project (Appendix A). 

J The east-central Texas coal basin occurs dowdipfrom a. major faulted graben (Mexia Fault 

Z ne) that potentially may act as the pefllleability barrier tof1uid flow in the updip (gas).and/or 

d wndip (water and secondary biogenic gas) direction. The east~central Texas coal basin lies updip 

o i the Stuart Cityshelfmargin, suggesting that the Wilcox Group, the prime target for coalbed 

1ethane resource development, was not significantly affected by major growth faults, although 

s ndepositional and postdepositional faulting are recognized in the Wilcox Group and Carrizo 

S] nds. The Wilcox is, however, more steeply dippingin Lee,Fayette;andBastrop Counties than 

i .1 countieslocated to the northeast. Subtle structuralcontroloffluvial..,deltaictrendsisinferred 

fr m isopach maps, sandstone geometry, and considerable postdepositional faulting, with more 

tJan800 .. ft(244 m)-ofvertical displacement occuringjn Lee,Burleson, Milam, and Robertson 

C unties.· This fault system may have important implications for basin ward movement of ground 

J ter and updip trapping of fluids including migrated thermogenic gases. 

t I ost of the coal resource data were obtained from the Ayers and Lewis (1985) Deep-Basin Lignite Resource study, 
Ind the digital maps provided forthe coalbed methane assessment are compatible with NCRDS. 
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Depth to the main Wilcox coal-bed producing intervalsis favorable, ranging from 

a proximately2,000 to 6,500 ft (610 to 1,980 m). The Wilcox total thickness of between 2,000 

a d 3,500 ft (610 to 1,067 m) of gross section, containing multiple coal and sandstone reservoirs, 

is also favorable. Moreover, migration of gases from existing Wilcox gas fields close to the cast-

e ntral Gulf Coast Basin is anadditional favorable attribute.Therefore, gas migratingin sandstone 

r servoirs should also be included in the coalgas resource assessment. Natural fracture systems 

( oal cleat) and in situ stresses are unknown attributes. in the east-central Gulf Coast Basin area. 

C al cleat acts as the permeability pathway for.migration ofboththe gasandthe,waterto the 

wellbore, and coal cleat attributes and in ,situ stressesmeedto be evaluated prior to determining the 

p rmeability of the reservoir in the. exploration. program .. 

. Depositionally ,>coal seams occur throughoutthe Wilcox strntigraphicinterval but are thickest, 

ost numerous, and have the. greatest lateral continuity in three stratigraphic zones: (l) the upper 

oper Formation, immediately below the Simsboro sand, (2)the lower Calvert Bluff Formation, 

ediately above the Simsboro sand, and (3) the upper Calvert Bluff, immediately below the 

C rrizo Sand. Net coal maps have not been published, although maps showing the number .of 

"t ick" lignite (more than 5 ft [2 m].thick) published by Ayers and Lewis (1985) can be used to 

e timate a minimum net coal thickness. Regionally, net coal thickness trends in the Hooper, lower 

C • lvertBluff, middle Calvert Bluff, and upper Calvert Bluff appear to thin northwest toward the 

o tcrop belt. Although coals are presentat outcrop,thicker coalsmay be present dow:ndip. Net 

c , al thickness is generally greatest in sand-poor areas, although some maximum net coal thickness 

tr' nds correspond toJluvial. axes. Coal seams associated with the Mount Pleasant flu vial system 

a . elongate adjacent to channel sands. Coals associated with Wilcox deltaic facies are tabular and 
I 

y be restricted locally if formed. in an interdistributary setting or. are regionally extensive if 

d 'veloped across abandoned deltas. If only the thick (>5 ft [2 m]) coal seams are considered, the 

lo er Calvert Bluff coals exceed 40 ft (12 m) in some parts of the area and are the prime target for 

c albed methane resource development. Net coal thickness for the entire·coal-bearing interval can 

e ceed 100 ft (35 m) in the study area. Stratigraphic traps, including facies variation and analysis, 
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a d coal seam continuity mapping, are recommended as part of an advanced rJservoir 

. c aracterization program. 

Coal rank in the Wilcox Formation generally ranges between lignite and subbituminous, 

a though higher rank coals may be presentdowndip. • Vitrinite reflectance values for Wilcox coal 

s .mples.at the outcrop range from0.30to 0.42percent at.adepth of 2,000ft (610 m). The 

t eshold of thermogenic · gas generation in coal bedsclies between 0. 80 and J • percent, indicating 

t at the coals.in the study area have not reachedthethermalmaturity level required to generate 

t ermogenicgases. Wilcox ·.coals in.Colorado, Dewitt, and Lavaca Counties atdepthsranging 

b tween9;000and14,000 ft.(2,743and4,267.m),haveprobably<reachedthetherrnalmaturity 

1 veLrequiredto generate thermogenic methane, and the potentialJor migrated and thermo genie gas • 

bl comes.more viable . .Ash content in east-centraLWilcox coal beds is bighly variable, ranging from 

77 to 36.4 percent and averaging 18.3 percent. Ash content appears to be relatively;higherin 

.d•.ep-basin lignites compared with. surface lignites. Sulfur content in east-central Wilcox coals 

r nges from 1.07 percent in the Hooper Formation to 1.72 percenfin the Upper Calvert Bluff and 

a erages 1.43 percentjn Lower Calvert Bluff coals . 

.. To date,gas contentvalues are notpublicly.availableinthe study area. If limited gas content 

d. ta were available, access to these data can be invaluable because critical information regarding 
I . .. 

•fli id migration'.and the economic viability ofth~ project c_ouldbe evaluated. Howev~r, hi:h g~s • 

• . c ntentvalues msuch low-rankcoals would be.encouragmgand.wouldsuggestupd1pm1grat10n of 

t ermogenic gases or, possibly, migration and/or in situ generation of secondary biogenic 

ethane. Sorption isotherms are also not available, making itimpossibfoto evaluate whether the 
I . . .· . 

CI als are undersaturated; saturated, or oversaturatedwith respect to methane. 

Previoushydrologic.research in bituminouscoalsin·.the Western United<States has indicated 

t atcoal beds are often orders qf magnitude more permeable than the surrounding sediment. 

P rmeability calculated from two Wilcox coal beds at depths of 400 to 690 ft (122 to210m) in the 

S bine Uplift ranges between 22 and 99 md, which is an order of magnitude lower than 

pl rmeabilities in low-rank coals in the PowderRiverBasin. Although these values are 
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e couraging, permeability will decrease with increasing burial depth, and the permeability of coal 

a depth remains uncertain. The average permeability in Wilcox sandstones ranges between 0.4 and 

4 2 md. Permeability values for well-connected fluvial sandstone channels range between 0.4 and 

3 7 md, whereas permeability in less well connected sandstone ranges between 0.004 and 0.4 md. 

P
1 
rmeability decreases away from channeL sandstones toward channelmargins and floodplain 

s I diments including coal beds deposited adjacent to fluvialchannels. 
I . 

Hydrodynamically, the regional migration of fluids in the Wilcox Group represents a balance 

a ong downward migration of meteoric water, resµltingin thepossib}e.generation ofsecondary 

b ogenic gases and updip migration of thermogenic .gases. Highergas contents in these lowerrank 
I 

c als located south of the Mexia Fault Zone would represent either updip migration of thermogenic 

g1 ses orthe generation of secondary biogenic gases; The distribution ofregional overpressure 

tr nds and formation temperatures for the middle Wilcox suggest that updip migration of fluids 

c uld be favored in this area. However, coal gases located in the eastern part of the east-central 

T xas Gulf Coast coals probably have a larger .secondary biogenic component, although updip 

·gration of thermogenic gases is possible as well. There is.not enough information to determine 

hetherthe coal beds are hydraulically connected with the sandstone aquifers. Coal beds in the 
I 

S bine Uplift area can either remain isolated from the aquifer system or be hydraulically connected 

Wilcox coals appear to thin northward toward·therecharge area, suggestingthatmeteoric 

r charge may be focused in fluvialsandstonerather thanincoakThe distribution of higher 

r sistivity values (that is, relatively freshwater}in the Simsboro, Calvert Bluff, and Carrizo 

F rmations suggests that sandstone geometry controls the downdip migration and extent of fresh 

eteoric water. Resistivity maps of the CalvertBluffand Carrizo Formations indicate that the 

. exia Fault Zone atleast partially inhibits the basinward migration of fresh waterin Bastrop 

unty. Potentiometric surface maps of the outcrop area suggest that recharge is directed away 

m the basin immediately north of the study area. A more detailed structural and stratigraphic 
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e aluation is required to assess the sealing properties of the Mexia Fault Zone and the ways the 

f ults may affect the downward and upward migration and trapping of fluids. 

In summary, the east-central Texas Gulf Coast Basin area is located in a suitable fairway for 

c ! al bed methane resource development on the basis. of coal thickness, depth, and total reservoir 

i tervalthickness.The east~centralTexas coal basinmaximum coal thickness of30 ft (9 m)and 

c mulative coal thickness. of as much as 100 ft (35 m} are favorable for .coal bed methane resource 

• d velopmenLHowever, the continuity oftheindividual coal seams has not been adequately 

s udied. Evaluation of stratigraphic traps,. includingfacies,variation and.analysis; .and coal seam 

c ntinuity mapping; above and below sandstone partings, mustbe part of the advanced reservoir 

c aracterization program. Updip migration of thermogenicgases,generation of secondary biogenic 

. · g i ses, and.conventional trapping of methane in structural and. stratigraphic traps must be 

c nsidered and evaluated in the advancedexploration program. 
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CONVERSION CHART 

Nonmetric unit Conversion factor Metric unit 

feet (ft) X 0 .3048 = meters (m) 

inches (inch) X 2 .540 = centimeters (cm) 

miles (mi) X 1.609 = kilometers (km) 

feet/mile (ft/mi) X 0 .1894 = meters/kilometer (m/km) 

square miles (mi2) X 2.589 = square kilometers (km2) 

cubic feet (cf) X 0.02832 = cubic meters (m3) 

short tons X 0 .9072 = metric tons (t) 

pounds per square inch (psi) X 6.895 = kilopascals (kPa) 

psi/ft X 22 .62 = kilopascals per meter (kPa/m) 
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APPENDIX A. RECOMMENDED EXPLORATION, DRILLING, AND DEVELOPMENT 

PROGRAM FOR EAST-CENTRAL TEXAS COAL BASINS 

Geologic andHydrologic Basin Analysis and Reservoir Characterization 

As a result of this .evaluation, we recommend that in collaboration with a Texas operator we 

i corporate. detailed basin analysis by describingthe:geologic and hydrologic controls on coal bed . 

• ethane producibility in the selected areas and then 'apply :the)ptoducibility model in :defining 

e pl oration fairways. The drilling .program will provide us with test data including geophysical 

• 1 gs., seismic surveys, coal rank, coalgas composition, isotopic, gas content, and water analyses, 

d ill-stem tests and/or pressure data, and other data that maybe available for complete coalbed 

, ethane basin analysis. These data will be incorporated into the regional basin analysis framework 

a d interpreted in the context of the coalbed methane producibility model to accurately define the 

c albedmethane potential of the area. The integration of regional coal-occurrence, structure, 

f acture-attribute, potentiometric.,surface; pressure-gradient, hydrochemical, coal-rank, gas-

c mposition, and production maps. will help identify. additional exploration fairways throughout 

exas. If the coalbed methane·exploration.anddevelopment program does not take into account the 

v riability of all these controlling parameters, thentheriskexiststhatthe exploratiohcould(l) 

c ndemn a resource that exists bu twas not correctly assessed because of a poorly chosen test basin 

a d site, or {2) achieve some .success, but not the full potential, because an interpreted model for 

· t e small area did not fitthe larger basin-scale setting. 

Depositional models will facilitate prediction of coal deposits where data are sparse. Some 

o erators have related coal permeability to depositional setting; thus, better knowledge of 

~ positional setting may allow more informed estimates of permeability. Data on coal-bed 

c~ntinuity would help to select continuous coal beds for completion and consequent higher 

1~tential cumulative production. Aside from the importance of sandstone distribution to coal 
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oc urrence, sandstone distribution relative to fracture orientation and density, pressure regime, 

icularly pressure transitions, coal rank, and gas-dryness index would. be of benefit to operators 

ta eting tight gas sandstones. 

An understanding of regional ground-water circulation patterns· should lead to more efficient 

ex loration and development From them, no-flow boundaries (permeability contrasts) can be 

in erredforconsequent delineation of additionaLfairways favorable. for hydrocarbon accumulation 

an~ trapping. Furthermore, the extent of meteoric circulation can be used to assess the relative 

i portance of basin-centered gas. Chemical composition of produced waters will be used to assess . 

p 'ssible environmental impact of their.disposal and to.help design disposal.wells to minimize 

ing and plugging of host-rock permeability. 

Finally, coal-rank data combined with net-'coal thickness willallow estimates ofthe amountof 

th rmogenic gas generated and thus available for resorption and conventional trapping in various 

p rts of the basin. The compositional variability and isotopic composition of coal gases can be used 

to determine coal gas origins and possible migration directions. The distribution of wet gas 

c mponents, liquid hydrocarbons, and waxes is a function of permeability and hydrodynamics as 

w ll asrankandmaceral content. Out ofa better understanding ofthe nature and extent of bacterial 

a tivity in coal beds may come strategies for bacterial removal of wax from production strings and 

·crobial enhancement ofcoalbed methane recovery Scott (1995). 

We think that a detailed basin analysis incorporating the.coal bed methane producibility model 

c n confirm ornegate fairways and sweet spots in Texas basins that potentially have higher 

c albed methane productivity. Testdrilling will confirm productivity. In summary, our basin 

a alysis investigations of the geology, hydrology, and geochemistry of the east-central Texas 

b sins wilLserveto select fairways in these basinsfor further exploration and development. Above 

a 1, the focus remains on delineating interrelated geologic and hydrologic controls that determine 

t e economic feasibility of coalbed methane production. Successful application of advanced 

c mpletion technologies and optimal site selection within a basin are highly dependent on these 
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Drilling and Testing of Coabed Methane Producibility Fairway 

Through targeting and drilling site-specific sweet spots in east-central Texas coal basin, in 

cdJlaboration with Texas operators, the coalbed methane potential may be realized. Data 

accumulated and generated from the test sites will confirm or negate areas and zones of 

extraordinary or limited coalbed methane potential. Extraordinary coalbed methane production will 

require dynamic ground-water flow through coals of high thermal maturity (rank) and high gas 

content orthogonally toward flow barriers accompanied by generation of secondary biogenic gas 

and conventional trapping of migrated and solution gases along those barriers. The resulting 

interplay will lead to high gas contents or even fully gas-saturated coals for consequent high 

p~·oductivity. When flow barriers (regional hingelines, fault systems, facies changes and/or 

d~scharge areas) are orthogonal to flow, the gas-gathering area is large and efficiently swept of gas 

for trapping along them. In east-central Texas, conventional trapping in areas of upward vertical 

flow potential will play a much more impo1tant role in coalbed methane production than may have 

b1en previously recognized. There is subsequent to basin uplift and cooling a need for additional 

sources of gas beyond that initially sorbed on the coal surface to achieve high production. Those 

additional sources of gas are migrated conventionally trapped, secondary biogenic, and solution 

gases. In other words, the parts of the basins with the best potential for drilling and development 

should be those basin ward of where outcrop and subsurface coals are in good hydraulic 

communication for consequent generation of secondary biogenic gas, advective gathering and 

transport of gas, and subsequent basinward resorption and conventional trapping, which promote 

fully gas-saturated coals and high production. Importantly, the Wilcox Eocene sandstones are 

known as important hydrocarbon producers along the Gulf Coast. Migrated thermogenic gases 

may play a more significant role in coalbed methane resource development than previously 

expected. 

However, coalbed methane producibility maybe limited, for example, in areas or zones of 

low permeability associated with hydrocarbon overpressure and mineral-filled or annealed cleats. A 
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d illing, exploration, and development program win }lluminate such areas of limited coalbed 

ethane potential. Moreover, permeability will also be reduced where maximum horizontal 

c mpressive stresses are perpendicular to face cleat orientations. Coalbed methane producibility 

ly also be inhibited in areas of exceptionally high permeability associated with meteoric recharge. 

erefore, coalbed methane wells located near the outcrop belt, near water-saturated sandstones, or 

1 

ng major fault systems favorably oriented to accept recharge may have excessive water 

p oduction. The presence of a dynamic ground-water flow system, either present-day or 

p leohydrologic regimes, .is critical to .exceptionally .. high coalbed methane. production when 

• gration and conventionaltrapping of thermogenic gases have occurred in these basins. In these 

s enarios, where there is limited potential. for coalbed methane production, it might be feasible to 

c mingle methane produced from coal seams with gas from conventional gas sands. 

C -production of coalbed methane along with conventional natural gas from the same borehole 

c uld offer a more cost-effective approach to recovering both sources of gas. Importantly, the 

d illing and testing program and application of the producibility model will provide the operators 

ith a rationale for future exploration drilling and development strategies. 
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